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the doctrine of progression demand it. And we confbss our.

selves compelled to subscribe to the latter doctrine. So far

as inorganic nature is concerned, we have already assigned a

reason for this opinion. Perhaps the evidence from organic

nature is not as strong, because we cannot say certainly how

many of the more perfect animals will yet be discovered in

the older rocks. But so far as we do know, the progression

has been very decided. More than 24,000 species of animals

have been dug out of the rocks, 700 of which are mamma

ha or quadrupeds. But 695 of these occur within 2000 or

3000 feet of the surface, while in all the 54,000 feet below,

only five species have been found. Birds, the next less per

fect class of animals, are scarcely more abundant in these

lower rocks. Reptiles are more numerous, and extend to a

greater depth, while the fishes, the least perfect of all, are

still more abundant, and are found nearly at the bottom of the

series. And the same increase of numbers would be found

were we to descend still lower on the scale of animals. All

this accords with the doctrine of progression, and so do the

facts respecting plants. Now, making the largest allowance

for future discoveries, it seems hardly possible that it will ever

appear, that as large a proportion of the higher Orders of ani

mals and plants existed in the earlier periods of our globe as

at present.

But we hasten to offer one more proof of God's miracu

lous interposition furnished by the records of science. It is

the creation of man. All observation teaches us that he was

one of the last of the animals that was placed upon the earth.

In vain do we search through the six miles of solid rocks that

lie piled upon one another, commencing with the lowest, for

any trace of man. And it is not till we come into the upper

most formation,-wé mean the alluvial, nay, not till we get
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